WHOLESALE

PRICE LIST
CHESS GOODS ORDERED IN LARGE QUANTITIES
Jan - Jun 2015 (prices subject to change without prior notice)

A formal quotation required before any order will be accepted or processed.

CHESS PIECES

CHESS BOARDS

Sets of 32 pieces, 16 light coloured (ivory) and 16 dark
coloured (black) manufactured of durable food grade
polypropylene, standard tournament size and Staunton

Soft vinyl – suitable for use with the above size pieces.
Board squares sizes 50x50mm, total size of board 45x45
cm. and has the algebraic letters and numbers printed on
the sides. There is no logo on the board.

Other colour mixes of pieces available: Snow white, water
white, egg yellow, post box red, burgundy, leaf green, sky
For coloured pieces add on 20% to prices below.
Minimum order of 500 sets for colours.

LOGO: Prints with company logo (one or two colours)
add on R10.00 per board. A minimum order of 500 boards
with the same logo and same colours is required. Logo
must be supplied in electronic format please.
Manufacturing time: 3-6 weeks

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

Chess set
(Standard Tournament)

100 - 499

R40

Chess board – vinyl roll-up

100 - 499

R40

Chess set
(Standard Tournament)

500 - 999

R35

Chess board – vinyl roll-up

500 - 999

R36

Chess set
(Standard Tournament)

1000+

R 33

Chess board – vinyl roll-up

1000+

R34

TERMS
1. Orders accepted on letterhead of company with full details of contact person and details of order.
2. Deliveries not included in price list above.
3. All formal quotations will be valid for 14 days.
4. Full payment required before delivery.

NOTE: We also stock other chess items such as chess books, chess timers, notation booklets, software, training
guides, badges & key rings with chess piece, etc. If ordered in bulk up to 10% discount will be given
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